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DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCE
REGISTRATION

BACKGROUND

[ 0001 ] The present disclosure relates to distributed energy
resources (DERs ) registration and de - registration. DERs ,
such as solar, wind and combustion engine power generation
systems are increasingly being introduced into electrical
power grids. Coordinating control of DERs in a power
system allows the power system to use DERs to regulate
frequency and perform other power system functions. Due
to the large number of types of DERs , there are a similarly
large number of ways to communicate with DERs in a power
system . Some efforts have been made to address these
challenges such as the introduction and use of standard
based communication protocols . Yet, many DERs are not
compatible with standard - based communication protocols
and may also not be compatible communication protocols
used by other power system devices . As DERs continue to
be added to the power systems , control and communication
in such environments is becoming increasingly complex .
There remain unmet needs including reducing DER regis
tration and de-registration complexity, simplifying data
transfer in existing power systems, and increasing power
system responsiveness to faults and other grid conditions .
For instance , many DERs cannot be registered with a power
system without manual registration initiated by a customer.
Furthermore , de -registration of a DER in order to complete
regular maintenance or transfer ownership also requires
manual adjustments by a sys operator or customer. DERs
not capable of communicating using standard based com
munication protocols require time -consuming configuration
in order to communicate with other devices in a power
system . Using multiple communication protocols to com
municate within a single power system slows or prohibits
data exchange and power system responsiveness to faults
and other conditions within the power system . There is a
significant need for the unique apparatuses , methods, sys
tems and techniques disclosed herein .
DISCLOSURE OF ILLUSTRATIVE
EMBODIMENTS

[ 0002 ] For the purposes of clearly, concisely and exactly
closure , the manner and process of making and using the
same, and to enable the practice , making and use of the
same, reference will now be made to certain exemplary
embodiments, including those illustrated in the figures, and
specific language will be used to describe the same. It shall
nevertheless be understood that no limitation of the scope of
the present disclosure is thereby created , and that the present
disclosure includes and protects such alterations , modifica
tions , and further applications of the exemplary embodi
ments as would occur to one skilled in the art with the benefit
of the present disclosure .

describing non-limiting exemplary embodiments of the dis

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

[ 0003 ] Exemplary embodiments of the disclosure include
unique systems, methods , techniques and apparatuses for
distributed energy resource registration. Further embodi
ments, forms, objects, features, advantages, aspects and
benefits of the disclosure shall become apparent from the
following description and drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[ 0004 ] FIG . 1 is a schematic block diagram illustrating an

exemplary power distribution control system .
[ 0005 ] FIG . 2 is a circuit diagram illustrating an exem
plary power distribution system .
[ 0006 ] FIG . 3 is a schematic block diagram illustrating an
exemplary power distribution controller.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE
EMBODIMENTS

[ 0007] With reference to FIG . 1 there is illustrated an

exemplary power distribution control system 100 including
a distributed energy resource ( DER) controller 110 , a DER
interface controller 130 , and a central controller 150. Con
trol system 100 is configured to detect, register, and de
register a DER controlled by DER controller 110 , automati
cally identify DER characteristics , transfer DER ownership

to other systems , update a power system model , and adjust
power system operation strategies in response to forecast
information and registration or de -registration activities .

[ 0008 ] It shall be appreciated that the DER interface

controller 130 may be in communication with a variety of
power system device controllers in a power distribution
system , including controllers for automatic switches , relays ,
power converters, or multiple DER controllers, to name but
a few examples. As further described herein , DER interface
controller 130 is one example of an exemplary controller
that extends the operability of a DER in that the DER is able
to self-register and de -register with a central controller
without user action despite the DER controller communi
cating using a format incompatible with the central control
ler.

[ 0009 ] DER controller 110 is structured to monitor and / or
operate a DER that controllably provides power to a power
distribution system . The DER may include a combined heat
and power plant, a photovoltaic (PV) array, a wind turbine,
an electric vehicle , a battery energy storage system , a
flywheel, a diesel generator, a home energy management
system , or a building energy management system , to name
but a few examples. The DER may include a controllable
device operated by DER controller 110 , such as an inverter
or a DC - DC optimizer, to name but a few examples.
Controller 110 may also be coupled to sensors or other types
of devices structured to monitor the DER , such as measuring
electrical or physical characteristics of the DER . For
example , controller 110 may receive measurements from
voltage sensors or current sensors , as well as a switch status,
from an intelligent electronic device .
[ 0010 ] Controller 110 may be structured to store data
including operational data and registration data . Operational
data corresponds to electrical or physical characteristics ,
measured or observed, related to the DER . Registration data
may include the serial number of the DER , to name but one
example.
[ 0011 ] Controller 110 includes a communication port
structured to transmit and receive data or commands. The
data transmitted between controller 110 and DER interface

controller 130 may include operational data or registration
data , to name but a few examples. In certain embodiments,
controller 110 may transmit forecasted power output data
from a server 101 to DER interface controller 130 .

[ 0012 ] DER controller 110 is structured to transmit data to

DER interface controller 130 using a communication chan
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nel 120. In certain embodiments, communication channel
120 is bidirectional, allowing DER controller 110 to receive
commands or data from another device. Communication
channel 120 may be wired or wireless . DER controller 110
may include one communication port or a plurality of

communication ports to which communication channel 120
may be operatively coupled. For example, DER controller
110 may include a 16 pin serial port, a 32 pin serial port, or
an Ethernet port, to name but a few examples.
[ 0013 ] Data exchanged between DER controller 110 and
DER interface controller 130 is transmitted using a DER
controller native format. In certain embodiments, the DER
controller native format includes an analog and digital type

of input/output circuitry. For example, controller 110 may be
structured to send measurements via an analog port and a
switch status via a digital port. In certain embodiments, the

DER controller native format includes industrial communi
cations circuitry structured to map data to an industrial
communications protocol before communicating with DER
interface controller 130. Industrial communication protocols
may include Modbus, Distributed Network Protocol
( DNP3 ) , Fieldbus, or other vendor -defined communication
protocols, to name but a few examples.
[ 0014 ] DER interface controller 130 is structured to
receive data from DER controller 110 by way of commu
nication channel 120 using the DER controller native for
mat , map the received data to a different communication
protocol used by another device in a power distribution
system , and output the received data to another device in the
power distribution system . In certain embodiments, DER
interface controller 130 is structured to receive commands
from another device of the power distribution system , map
the received commands to the DER controller native format,
and output the received commands to DER controller 110. In
certain embodiments, DER interface controller 130 is incor
porated into a local distributed energy resource management
system ( DERMS ) , a local DERMS/ aggregator gateway, or a

facility / community aggregator gateway, to name but a few

examples .

[ 0015 ] DER interface controller 130 includes a DER con
troller interface 131 coupled to communication channel 120 ,
an operation circuitry 136 , an external device interface 139 ,

and a time synchronization circuitry 138. DER interface

controller 130 may also include additional circuitry 133
configured to perform DERMS functions or aggregator
applications, to name but a few examples.
[ 0016 ] Interface 131 may include a plurality of different
types of ports such that DER interface controller 130 may
communicate with any DER controller. Interface 131 is

structured to transfer data between DER controller 110 and

interface 131 using any type of DER controller native
format, including analog or digital data I /O , industrial com
munication protocols, or a combination thereof.

[ 0017] Operation circuitry 136 includes registration cir
cuitry 134 and data mapping circuitry 135. Registration
circuitry 134 is configured to register and de -register the
DER corresponding to DER controller 110. To initially
register a newly detected DER , registration circuitry 134
may receive a transmission of registration data from DER
controller 110 and output the registration data to an external
device interface 139 for transmittal to a DER registry stored
on a central controller 150. The transmission of registration
data may be initiated manually by a user transmitting
registration data to DER interface controller 130 or may be

initiated automatically once DER controller 110 connects to
120. As explained in more detail below , the DER registry
uses the received registration data to gather required data for
centrally controlling the DER including identifying infor
mation and operating characteristics . For example, the DER
registry may gather the DER type, unique identification
number, and nameplate information, to name but a few
examples. The gathered required data is stored in the DER
DER interface controller 130 via communication channel

registry.

[ 0018 ] It shall be appreciated that the circuitry disclosed

herein , including operation circuitry 136 , registration cir
cuitry 134 and data mapping circuitry 135 may be provided
in a number of forms and combinations. In some embodi
ments, the circuitry disclosed herein may be provided in
whole or in part by one or more microprocessors, micro
controllers , other integrated circuits , or combinations
thereof which are configured to execute instructions stored
in a non -transitory memory medium , for example , in the
form of stored firmware and / or stored software . It shall be
appreciated microprocessor, microcontroller and other inte
grated circuit implementations of the control circuitry dis
closed herein may comprise multiple instances of control
circuitry which utilize common physical circuit elements.
For example, first control circuitry may be provided by a
combination of certain processor circuitry and first memory

circuitry, and second control circuitry may be provided by a
combination of that certain processor circuitry and second
memory circuitry differing from the first memory circuitry.
It shall be further appreciated that the disclosed circuitry
may additionally or alternatively comprise other digital

circuitry, analog circuitry, or hybrid analog -digital circuitry
or combinations thereof. Some non - limiting example ele
ments of such circuitry include application specific inte
grated circuits (ASICs ) , arithmetic circuitry units ( ALUS),
amplifiers, analog calculating machine ( s ) , analog to digital

( A / D ) and digital to analog ( D / A ) converters, clocks , com
munication ports, field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs ),
filters, format converters , modulators or demodulators , mul
tiplexers and de -multiplexers, non -transitory memory
devices and media , oscillators, processors, processor cores ,
signal conditioners, state machine( s ), and timers . As with
microprocessor, microcontroller and other integrated circuit
implementations, such alternate or additional implementa
tions may implement or utilize multiple instances of control
circuitry which utilize common physical circuit elements .
For example, first control circuitry may be provided by a
combination of first control circuitry elements and second
control circuitry elements, and second control circuitry may

be provided by a combination of the first control circuitry
elements and third control circuitry elements differing from
the first control circuitry elements.
[ 0019 ] In response to receiving a request to de- register a
DER temporarily or permanently, registration circuitry 134
will initialize a previously mapped data configuration in data
mapping circuitry 135 and wait for a new registration
request for the DER . Circuitry 134 may also transmit the
de -registration request to central controller 150 in order to
update the DER registry and power network model.
[ 0020 ] Data mapping circuitry 135 is configured to receive
data from DER controller 110 in the form of the communi
cation protocol used by communication channel 120. Using
the received data, data mapping circuitry 135 maps the data
to a standard based data structure . Data mapping circuitry
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135 may also receive data from another power device and
map the received data to the communication protocol used
by DER controller 110. The standard data structure may
include a plurality of common data types, including boolean ,
integer ( int8 , int16 , int32, int64, enum ), unsigned integer
( int8u , int16u, int32u , dbpos, quality ), floating point
( float32, float64 ), or raw character byte ( visible string,
unicoded string, octet string, timestamp ). Data received by
data mapping circuitry 135 which does not conform to the
standard data structure is mapped to the common data types
of the standard data structure .

[ 0021 ] In certain embodiments, the data mapping circuitry
creating data objects and services independent of commu
nication protocols. The abstracted data models define a
standardized data structure for describing a power system
that enables all controllers of the power system to exchange
data using identical protocols . The abstracted definitions
135 is structured to abstract the definition of data items by

allow mapping of the data objects and services from one
communication protocol to another. For example, data map
ping circuitry 135 may map data using a data model includ
ing a plurality of logical nodes, each logical node being a
grouping of data and associated services related to a power
function . Within each logical node is one or more data
objects conforming to a common data class . Mapping
includes transforming the model information into an object
defined by a communication protocol . In certain embodi
ments, data mapping circuitry 135 uses abstraction and

mapping techniques compatible with the IEC 61850 stan
dard .
[ 0022] Standard based peer - to -peer communication
enables a DER to be automatically registered and de
registered from a central controller without direct user input.
Standard based peer-to - peer communication also enables the
fast data exchange between DER controllers and central
controllers, such as changes to power network models

caused by maintenance activities or changes in DER own
ership . This enables operators to more reliably schedule

network operation knowing which DERs are online and
offline.

[ 0023 ] Using semantics based standard information mod

els reduces registration and de-registration time, simplifying

integration of different DER controllers from different ven
dors , and provides standard means for aggregating power
distribution system resource capabilities . Additional grid
services may be performed by DER controllers with new
communication capabilities of the DER interface control
lers , such as ancillary frequency regulation or Volt /VAR
control.

[ 0024 ] DER interface controller 130 includes external
nal power devices such as central controller 150 using one
device interface 139 structured to communicate with exter

of a set of standard communication protocols. DER interface
controller 130 is coupled to central controller 150 by way of

a communication channel 140. In the illustrated embodi
ment, communication channel 140 includes a wireless net

work , such as a third - party cloud system or a wide area

network (WAN ). In other embodiments , communication
channel 140 is a wired connection between controller 130
and controller 150. In certain embodiments, DER interface
controller 130 is coupled to a plurality of external devices by
way of a plurality of communication channels.
[ 0025 ] In certain embodiments, the set of standard com

munication protocols use a standard information model

generated using data abstraction and a configuration lan
guage . Using the set of standard communication protocols
allows for real -time communication with self -description . It
is important to note that industrial protocols lack these
features. For example, standard communication protocols
such as GOOSE and SMV use a layer 2 communication data
link which allows for real - time communication , as opposed
to DNP3 or Modbus which require TCP / IP .
[ 0026 ] In certain embodiments, one standard communica
tion protocol is structured to transfer time - stamped state
information between data objects of the data model. In
certain embodiments, one standard communication protocol
is structured to transmit real -time data in an XML format. In
certain embodiments , one standard communication protocol
is structured to transfer samples of time - stamped sampled
measured values .

[ 0027] In the illustrated embodiment, external device
interface 139 only communicates with a central controller

150. In other embodiments, interface 139 may communicate
with a relay, another DER interface controller, a microgrid
controller, or any other power distribution device configured
to communicate in a standard communication protocol .
[ 0028 ] In certain embodiments, interface 139 is structured
to communicate with central controller 150 using commu
nication protocols defined by IEC 61850 , such as IEC
61850-7-420 and IEC 61850-90-7 . These communication
protocols include a generic object -oriented substation event
(GOOSE ), a manufacturing message specification ( MMS ) ,
sampled measured values ( SMV) , and Extensible Messaging
and Presence Protocol ( XMPP ). In certain embodiments ,
interface 139 is structured to communicate with central

controller 150 using IEEE 2030.5 communication protocol
or OpenFMB , to name but a few examples.

[ 0029 ] In the illustrated embodiment, DER interface con
troller 130 includes an additional applications circuitry 133
structured to execute algorithms using data received by DER
interface controller 130 from DER controller 110 or central
controller 150. For example, circuitry 133 may receive
circuit breaker statuses for all breakers within a zone of a
microgrid from an Information Communication and Tech
nology network, and determine whether the microgrid is
operating in grid - connected mode or islanded mode . In
another example , additional applications circuitry 133 may
receive multiple sampled measurement value streams from
several external devices in a microgrid and determine issues
with sensors , detect data spoofing, or detect a cyber -attack.
In still another example, circuitry 133 may receive sampled
values from an AC grid connection point and calculate both
non - directional and directional overcurrent protections for
backup protection . Circuitry 133 could also calculate a fault
indicator of a microgrid or determine a desired fault ride
through characteristics, such as the characteristics defined

by IEEE 1547-2017 . Analysis generated by circuitry 133
may be available for other devices of the power system . For
example , calculated fault indicators may be sent to a micro
grid controller for fault - cause determination , fault location
and microgrid restoration processes.
[ 0030 ] DER interface controller 130 includes a time syn
chronization circuitry 138 structured to communicate with
an external timing device 160 by way of a communication
channel 170. Circuitry 138 receives time data according to
a standard protocol, such as pulse per second (PPS ) , Simple
Network Time Protocol ( SNTP) , or IEEE 1588 , to name but
a few examples. Circuitry 138 receives the time data and
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synchronizes all data in DER interface controller 130. For
example, using time data , DER interface controller 130 may
determine whether incoming data from central controller
150 is expired. External timing device 160 may be a GPS
receiver that supports time protocols such as PPS , SNTP and
IEEE 1588 , to name but a few examples.
[ 0031 ] Central controller 150 is structured to store a DER
registry which maintains a list of all operational DERs in a
power distribution system capable of being monitored or
controlled by central controller 150. Central controller 150
also stores a power network model. Registration and de
registration requests received by central controller 150 cause
the central controller to update the DER registry and the
power network model . DER interface controller 130
includes a configuration file 137 received following the
transmittal of the registration request from DER interface
controller 130 to central controller 150. In certain embodi
ments, central controller 150 transmits the configuration file
137 to DER interface controller 130 in response to receiving
the registration request from DER interface controller 130 .
For example , the registration request may include transmit
ting registration data , such as a serial number, from DER
interface controller 130 to central controller 150. Once
central controller 150 receives the registration data, central
controller 150 will find the necessary information required
to complete DER registration. File 137 is then generated by
central controller 150 to assemble the mapping information
needed by operation circuitry 136 to pass commands and
data between DER controller 110 and other controllers of a
power distribution system . In certain embodiments , configu
ration file 137 is received from a third party source , such as
a web server by way of communication channel 140 .
[ 0032 ] In certain embodiments, configuration file 137 is a

Substation Configuration Description file. Operation cir
cuitry 136 of DER interface controller 130 is configured to
parse file 137 and transmit data about the power system in
file 137 to data mapping circuitry 135. File 137 may be
received by way of a dedicated port or by way of external
device interface 139. An SCD file is a computer file in XML
format created according to standard based schema. The
SCD file may include a single line diagram , as well as
communication network and IED information . Operation
circuitry 136 parses the SCD file and retrieves information
regarding external devices with which to exchange infor
mation , including the single line diagram , communication
network information , external device information , logical
device information , logical node information , data object

information , data attribute information , component informa

tion, GOOSE control block information, and MIMS control

block information . Information from the SCD file is allo

cated to each function of data mapping circuitry 135 .
( 0033 ] To give one example, operation circuitry 136
retrieves information regarding a GOOSE control block ,
allocates data in the data mapping circuitry 135 , and maps
data received from DER controller 110 to a GOOSE com
munication protocol used by external device interface 139 .
DER controller 110 may be configured with predefined
setting values and functions based on the SCD file .
[ 0034 ] To give another example, operation circuitry 136
uses the SCD file to determine a circuit breaker status dataset
should be received from another power device within the
same power distribution system . The SCD file is updated
when the power distribution system is restructured or the
communication network is altered .

[ 0035 ] The SCD file may be updated when another DER
interface controller of the power distribution system regis
ters or de - registers a DER with the DER registry of central

controller 150. In certain embodiments, the communication
network model and single line diagram data can be provided

in a common information model (CIM) format, IEEE 2030.5
standard , and OpenFMB standard, or other communication
models can be configured using configuration file 137 .
[ 0036 ] It shall be appreciated that any or all of the fore
going features of DER interface controller 130 may also be

present in the other DER interface controllers disclosed
herein , such as the DER interface controllers of system 200
in FIG . 2 .

[ 0037] With reference to FIG . 2 there is illustrated an
exemplary power distribution system 200 including a con
trol system 202 structured to coordinate DER operation at a
centralized controller using automatic DER registration /de
registration and standardized communication protocols . It
shall be appreciated that the topology of system 200 is
illustrated for the purpose of explanation and is not intended
as a limitation of the present disclosure . Although system
200 is illustrated with a single line diagram , system 200 may
be structured to transmit single phase or multiphase power.

[ 0038 ] System 200 is coupled to a utility grid 201 and is
structured to transmit power between system 200 and utility
grid 201. System 200 includes a distribution network 203 , a
plurality of loads L1 - L8 coupled to network 203 , and a
plurality of DERs coupled to network 203. The plurality of
DERs includes diesel generator 209 , PV array 211 , wind
turbine 219 , energy storage device 231 , and PV array 233 .
A plurality of DER controllers is in communication with
either a DER or a power converter structured to control
power output from a corresponding DER . Each DER con
troller is configured to communicate with one of DER
interface controllers 243 , 245 , and 247 .
[ 0039 ] Diesel generator 209 is coupled to network 203 by
way of a transformer. Generator 209 is in communication
with DER controller 207. DER controller 207 is in commu
nication with DER interface controller 243 .

[ 0040 ] PV array 211 is coupled to a power converter 213
structured to receive DC power from PV array 211 , convert
the DC power to AC power, and output the AC power to
network 203. Power converter 213 is in communication with
DER controller 215. Controller 215 is configured to operate
power converter 213 in order to control the power output
from power converter 213 to network 203. DER controller
215 is in communication with DER interface controller 245 .

[ 0041 ] Wind turbine 219 is coupled to network 203 by
way of a transformer. Wind turbine 219 is in communication

with DER controller 221. DER controller 221 is in commu
nication with DER interface controller 245 .

[ 0042 ] Energy storage system 231 is coupled to a power
converter 229 structured to receive DC power from energy
storage system 231 , convert the DC power to AC power, and

output the AC power to network 203. Power converter 229

is in communication with DER controller 227. Controller

227 is configured to operate power converter 229 in order to
control the power output from power converter 229 to

network 203. DER controller 227 is in communication with
DER interface controller 247 .

[ 0043 ] PV array 233 is coupled to a power converter 235
structured to receive DC power from PV array 233 , convert
the DC power to AC power, and output the AC power to

network 203. Power converter 235 is in communication with
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DER controller 237. Controller 237 is configured to operate
power converter 235 in order to control the power output

from power converter 235 to network 203. DER controller
237 is in communication with DER interface controller 247 .

[ 0044 ] Control system 202 includes the plurality of DER
controllers, the plurality of DER interface controllers, and a
plurality of central controllers . The plurality of DER con
trollers includes DER controllers 207 , 215 , 221 , and 227 .

The plurality of DER interface controllers includes DER
interface controllers 243 , 245 , and 247. The plurality of
central controllers includes central controllers 251 and 249 .

[ 0045 ] When DER controllers become able to communi

cate through standard based communication protocols using
the DER interface controller, a system operator no longer
needs to separately configure a communication channel
between the DER controller and central controller. By
comparison , a power distribution system may use a legacy
protocol, such as Modbus or DNP3 , to allow communication
between two devices . The registers for analog measurements

and control status differ for devices produced by different
product groups require separate configuration in order for
each DER controller to communicate with another device ,

such as DER interface controller 243. Such a communica

tion configuration requires direct customer input to register
and de -register DER controllers with a DER registry .
[ 0046 ] Each DER controller of control system 202 is
coupled with a DER interface controller. Without the DER
interface controller, significant effort is required to register
a DER with a system operator. Customers must manually
submit an application to a system operator for DER regis
tration . The system operator then reviews and approves the

application before the DER can be centrally controlled or
monitored by the system operator. A similar process must be
completed to de -register a DER for the purposes of trans
ferring DER ownership or performing scheduled mainte
nance . The process becomes more arduous for DER con
trollers without standardized communication capabilities ,
such as Modbus communication protocol. In order to con
nect the new DER to existing DERMs or DMS , operators

would need to configure the Modbus communication pro
tocol , including configuring an analog and digital points list
and associating the measured or controlled quantities with
the specific point in the list .
[ 0047] With DER interface controllers that support plug
and play functions , DERs can automatically register with
existing central controllers after setting up the internal
mapping of the DER interface controller. Each DER may be
added to a semantically based model without the need for
separate configuration for each DER . A semantic based
model includes a plurality of objects in a model hierarchy,
each object being specifically defined in the standard . Addi
tionally, client - server model is supported by the standard
based communication protocol , where data is reported
whenever a changes occurs in a monitored quantity, elimi
nating the need to polling.
[ 0048 ] In the illustrated embodiment, central controller
249 is a distribution system operator or distribution network
operator. Central controller 249 is structured to use the

standard based plug - and- play functionality, automatically

detecting and monitoring DER controllers by communicat
ing with the DER interface controllers . Central controller
249 is also structured to monitor, analyze, and control the
DERs of system 200 using the DER interface controllers. In
certain embodiments , central controller 249 transmits com

mands to DER controllers through DER interface controllers
so as to program schedules for DER production over a time
horizon .

[ 0049 ] In the illustrated embodiment, central controller

251 is an independent system operator or a transmission
system operator structured to manage the wholesale energy
market by providing a bidding and market clearing platform ,
including determining the locational marginal price for
participating DERs . Central controller 251 is structured to
communicate with the DERs of system 200 using DER
interface controllers 243 , 245 , and 247. In certain embodi
ments, the registration and de -registration process described
herein with respect to central controller 249 is instead
performed by central controller 251 , including the storage
and updating of the DER registry .
[ 0050 ] DER controllers, through a DER interface control
ler, may advertise to central controller 249 in an object
model what capabilities their corresponding DER is able to
provide in terms of power , energy , and ancillary services as
well as operating conditions such as ramp rate and price.
DER controllers may also use the standard based commu
nication to request services, such as charging, based on grid
state as published by system operator via CIM services .
Using formal XML based description for DER asset capa
bilities provides a means for abstracting physical character
istics and specific details of a distribution system node , and
expresses entity self -descriptions in a modeling language
suitable for formal analysis and verification .
[ 0051 ] Implementing the DER interface controllers allows
a system operator to have more control over system 200
while reducing registration /de - registration time. For
example, updating a standard based communication protocol
in a power distribution system with the DER interface
controllers merely requires updating the communication
stack of each DER interface controller. De-registering a
DER for maintenance merely requires transferring a de
registration request from the DER interface controller to the
central controller. In certain embodiments, the process of
automatically registering or de - registering a DER from a
central controller may be completed in less than 10 seconds ,
significantly faster than manual DER registration and de
registration .
[ 0052 ] In the illustrated embodiment, DER interface con

troller 243 is a local DERMS configured to transfer infor

mation between DER controller 207 and central controllers

249 and 251. As a local DERMS , controller 243 is in
communication with only one DER controller.

[ 0053 ] In the illustrated embodiment, DER interface con
troller 245 is a local DERMS/aggregator configured to
transfer information from DER controllers 215 and 221 to

central controllers 249 and 251 , and vice versa . The DERs

associated with a local DERMS /aggregator may be owned
by different customers or entities. For example, one DER
may be owned by a homeowner while another DER is
owned by a neighbor. DER aggregators may be owned by a

utility company who own the DERs , or third party entities
following market rules in a wholesale energy market. DER

aggregators rely on communication between DERs and
central controllers in order to provide grid services. For a
non -utility owned DERs , the aggregator enables DERs to
sign up for aggregated service offerings and disconnect
when the aggregation relationship ends .
[ 0054 ] In the illustrated embodiment, DER interface con

troller 247 is a facility /community aggregator configured to
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transfer information from DER controllers 227 and 237 to

central controllers 249 and 251 , and vice versa . DERs
associated with a facility /community aggregator may be
located at the same site and owned by the same customer or
entity. For example , battery bank 231 and PV array 233 may

be located at an industrial plant and owned by the owners of
the industrial plant.
[ 0055 ] With reference to FIG . 3 , there is illustrated a
schematic block diagram of an exemplary controller 300 .
For example, controller 300 may be one example of a DER
controller, a DER interface controller, or a central controller

used in connection with an exemplary power distribution
system , such as system 200 shown in FIG . 2. Controller 300
includes a processing device 302 , an input /output device
304 , and a memory device 306. Controller 300 may be a
stand - alone device , an embedded system , or a plurality of
devices structured to perform the functions described with
respect to one of the controllers of power system 200 .
Furthermore, controller 300 communicates with one or more
external devices 310 .
[ 0056 ] Input/output device 304 enables the controller 300
to communicate with external device 310. For example,
input /output device 304 in different embodiments may be a
network adapter, network credential, interface, or a port
( e.g. , a USB port, serial port, parallel port, an analog port, a
digital port, VGA , DVI , HDMI , FireWire, CAT 5 , Ethernet,
fiber, or any other type of port or interface ), to name but a
few examples. Input/output device 304 is comprised of
hardware, software, and / or firmware . Input /output device
304 may include more than one of these adapters, creden
tials , or ports, such as a first port for receiving data and a

second port for transmitting data .
[ 0057] External device 310 may be any type of device that
allows data to be input or output from controller 300. For

example , external device 310 may be another controller of
the power distribution system , a GPS , a DER , a relay, a
sensor, a circuit breaker, or a user interface, to name but a

few examples. External device 310 may be integrated into
controller 300. It is further contemplated that more than one
external devices is in communication with controller 300 .

[ 0058 ] Processing device 302 may be a programmable

type or a dedicated, hardwired state machine , to name but a
few examples. Device 302 may include multiple processors ,
Arithmetic -Logic Units (ALUS), Central Processing Units
( CPUs ), Digital Signal Processors ( DSPs ) , or Field -pro
grammable Gate Arrays ( FPGA) , to name but a few
examples. For forms of processing device 302 with multiple
processing units, distributed, pipelined , or parallel process
ing may be used . Processing device 302 may be dedicated to
performance of just the operations described herein or may

be used in one or more additional applications. In the
illustrated form , processing device 302 is of a programmable

variety that executes processes and processes data in accor
dance with programming instructions ( such as software or
firmware ) stored in memory device 306. Alternatively, or

additionally, programming instructions are at least partially
defined by hardwired circuitry or other hardware . Processing
device 302 may be comprised of one or more components of
any type suitable to process the signals received from
input /output device 304 or elsewhere , and provide desired
output signals. Such components may include digital cir
cuitry, analog circuitry, or a combination thereof.

[ 0059 ] Memory device 306 may be of one or more types ,

such as a solid - state variety, electromagnetic variety, or

optical variety, to name but a few examples. Furthermore ,
memory device 306 may be volatile , nonvolatile, transitory,
non -transitory or a combination thereof, and some or all of
memory device 306 may be of a portable variety, such as a
disk, tape, memory stick , cartridge, to name but a few
examples . In addition , memory device 306 may store data or
operating logic that is manipulated by processing device
302 , such as data representative of signals received from or
sent to input/output device 304 in addition to or in lieu of
storing programming instructions, to name just one example.
As shown in FIG . 3 , memory device 306 may be included

with processing device 302 or coupled to processing device
302 , but need not be included with both .

[ 0060 ] Further written description of a number of exem
plary embodiments shall now be provided. One embodiment

is a power distribution system comprising: a distributed

energy resource ( DER) ; a DER controller configured to

operate the DER and store DER registration data; and a
central controller configured to store a DER registry includ
ing information corresponding to a plurality of DERs ; a
DER interface controller including: a DER controller inter
face configured to communicate with the DER controller
using a DER controller native format, an external device
interface configured to communicate with the central con
troller using one of a plurality of communication protocols ,
each of the plurality of communication protocols being
different than the DER controller native format, a registra
tion circuitry coupled to the DER controller interface and
external device interface , and configured to receive the DER
registration data by way of the DER controller interface and
transmit a registration request and the DER registration data
to the central controller by way of the external device

interface, and a mapping circuitry; wherein the central

controller is configured to update the DER registry in
response receiving the registration request, and wherein the
mapping circuitry is configured to receive input defining
power distribution system characteristics in response to the

central controller updating the DER registry.
[ 0061 ] In certain forms of the foregoing power distribution
system , the central controller removes the DER from the
DER registry in response to the central controller receiving
a de - registration request from the DER interface controller.
In certain forms, the DER controller native format includes

an industrial communication protocol and the plurality of

communication protocols includes communication proto
cols defined by IEC 61850. In certain forms, the power
distribution system comprises a plurality of DER interface
controllers each configured to allow at least one of a
plurality of DER controllers to communicate with the central
controller, wherein the central controller is

igured to

transmit a set of coordinated commands to the DER con

troller and the plurality of DER controllers effective to
operate registered DERs of the power distribution system . In
certain forms, the central controller is configured to update
a power system model in response receiving the registration
request. In certain forms, the registration data contains a
serial number. In certain forms, the input defining power
distribution characteristics is generated by the central con

troller.

[ 0062 ] Another exemplary embodiment is a method of
distribution system comprising: operating a DER controller
configured to operate the DER and store DER registration
data ; operating a central controller configured to store a

registering a distributed energy resource (DER) in a power
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DER registry including information corresponding to a
plurality of DERs ; receiving, with a DER interface control
ler, DER registration data from a DER controller in a DER
controller native format; transmitting, with a DER interface
controller, a registration request and the DER registration
data to the central controller using one of a plurality of
communication protocols , each of the plurality of commu
nication protocols being different than the DER controller
native format; updating the DER registry in response receiv
ing the registration request; and receiving , with the DER
interface controller, input defining power distribution sys
tem characteristics in response to the central controller
updating the DER registry.
[ 0063 ] In certain forms of the foregoing method , the
method comprises removing the DER from the DER registry
in response to the central controller receiving a de-registra
tion request from the DER interface controller. In certain
forms, the DER controller native format includes an indus
trial communication protocol and the plurality of commu
nication protocols includes communication protocols
defined by IEC 61850. In certain forms, the power distri
bution system comprises a plurality of DER interface con
trollers each configured to allow at least one of a plurality of
DER controllers to communicate with the central controller,
and wherein the method comprises transmitting a set of
coordinated commands to the DER controller and the plu
rality of DER controllers effective to operate registered
DERs of the power distribution system . In certain forms, the
central controller is configured to update a power system
model in response receiving the registration request. In
certain forms, the registration data contains a serial number.
In certain forms, the input defining power distribution char
acteristics is transmitted by the central controller.

[ 0064 ] A further exemplary embodiment is a distributed
energy resource (DER ) interface controller comprising: a

DER controller interface configured to communicate with a
DER controller of a DER using a DER controller native
format, an external device interface configured to commu
nicate with the central controller using one of a plurality of
communication protocols , each of the plurality of commu
nication protocols being different than the DER controller
native format, a registration circuitry coupled to the DER
controller interface and external device interface, and con
figured to receive DER registration data from the DER
controller by way of the DER controller interface and
transmit a registration request and the DER registration data
to the central controller by way of the external device
interface , and a mapping circuitry ; wherein transmitting the
registration request is effective to cause the central controller
is to update the DER registry in response receiving the
registration request, and wherein the mapping circuitry is
configured to receive input defining power distribution sys
tem characteristics from the central controller in response to
the central controller updating the DER registry.
[ 0065 ] In certain forms of the foregoing DER interface
controller, transmitting a de -registration request from the
DER interface controller to the central controller is effective

to remove the DER from the DER registry. In certain forms,
the DER controller native format includes an industrial
communication protocol and the plurality of communication
protocols includes communication protocols defined by IEC
61850. In certain forms, the DER interface controller com
prises a plurality of DER interface controllers each config
ured to allow at least one of a plurality of DER controllers

to communicate with the central controller, wherein the
central controller is configured to transmit a set of coordi
nated commands to the DER controller and the plurality of
DER controllers effective to operate registered DERs of the
power distribution system . In certain forms, the central

controller is configured to update a power system model in
response receiving the registration request. In certain forms,
the registration data contains a serial number.

[ 0066 ] It is contemplated that the various aspects , features,

processes, and operations from the various embodiments

may be used in any of the other embodiments unless

expressly stated to the contrary. Certain operations illus
trated may be implemented by a computer including a

processing device executing a computer program product on

a non - transient, computer -readable storage medium , where
the computer program product includes instructions causing
the processing device to execute one or more of the opera
tions , or to issue commands to other devices to execute one
or more operations.
[ 0067] While the present disclosure has been illustrated
and described in detail in the drawings and foregoing
description, the same is to be considered as illustrative and
not restrictive in character, it being understood that only
certain exemplary embodiments have been shown and
described, and that all changes and modifications that come
within the spirit of the present disclosure are desired to be

protected. It should be understood that while the use of

words such as “ preferable , ” “ preferably,” “ preferred ” or
“ more preferred” utilized in the description above indicate
that the feature so described may be more desirable , it

nonetheless may not be necessary , and embodiments lacking
the same may be contemplated as within the scope of the
present disclosure, the scope being defined by the claims that
follow . In reading the claims , it is intended that when words
such as “ a , ” “ an , ” “ at least one, ” or “ at least one portion " are
used there is no intention to limit the claim to only one item
unless specifically stated to the contrary in the claim . The
term " of ' may connote an association with , or a connection
to , another item , as well as a belonging to , or a connection
with, the other item as informed by the context in which it
is used . The terms " coupled to ," " coupled with ” and the like
include indirect connection and coupling , and further
include but do not require a direct coupling or connection
unless expressly indicated to the contrary . When the lan
guage “ at least a portion" and / or “ a portion ” is used , the item
can include a portion and / or the entire item unless specifi
cally stated to the contrary.
What is claimed is :

1. A power distribution system comprising:
a distributed energy resource (DER) ;
a DER controller configured to operate the DER and store
DER registration data ; and
a central controller configured to store a DER registry
including information corresponding to a plurality of
DERs ;

a DER interface controller including :

a DER controller interface configured to communicate
with the DER controller using a DER controller
native format,
an external device interface configured to communicate
with the central controller using one of a plurality of
communication protocols, each of the plurality of
communication protocols being different than the
DER controller native format,
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a registration circuitry coupled to the DER controller
interface and external device interface, and config

9. The method of claim 8 comprising removing the DER
from the DER registry in response to the central controller

ured to receive the DER registration data by way of
the DER controller interface and transmit a registra
tion request and the DER registration data to the
central controller by way of the external device
interface, and

receiving a de - registration request from the DER interface

wherein the central controller is configured to update the
DER registry in response receiving the registration
request, and
wherein the mapping circuitry is configured to receive

11. The method of claim 8 wherein the power distribution
system comprises a plurality of DER interface controllers

a mapping circuitry ;

input defining power distribution system characteristics
in response to the central controller updating the DER

registry
2. The power distribution system of claim 1 wherein the

central controller removes the DER from the DER registry
in response to the central controller receiving a de-registra

tion request from the DER interface controller.

3. The power distribution system of claim wherein the
DER controller native format includes an industrial com
munication protocol and the plurality of communication

protocols includes communication protocols defined by IEC
61850 .
4. The power distribution system of claim 1 comprising a

plurality of DER interface controllers each configured to
allow at least one of a plurality of DER controllers to
communicate with the central controller, wherein the central
controller is configured to transmit a set of coordinated
commands to the DER controller and the plurality of DER
controllers effective to operate registered DERs of the power
distribution system .
5. The power distribution system of claim 1 wherein the
central controller is configured to update a power system

model in response receiving the registration request.
6. The power distribution system of claim 1 wherein the
registration data contains a serial number.

7. The power distribution system of claim 1 wherein the
input defining power distribution characteristics is generated

by the central controller.

8. A method of registering a distributed energy resource
( DER) in a power distribution system comprising:
operating a DER controller configured to operate the DER
and store DER registration data ;
operating a central controller configured to store a DER
registry including information corresponding to a plu
rality of DERs ;

receiving, with a DER interface controller, DER registra
tion data from a DER controller in a DER controller

native format;

transmitting, with a DER interface controller, a registra

tion request and the DER registration data to the central
controller using one of a plurality of communication
protocols, each of the plurality of communication pro
tocols being different than the DER controller native
format;

updating the DER registry in response receiving the
registration request; and
receiving, with the DER interface controller, input defin
ing power distribution system characteristics in
response to the central controller updating the DER
registry.

controller.
10. The method of claim 8 wherein the DER controller

native format includes an industrial communication protocol
and the plurality of communication protocols includes com

munication protocols defined by IEC 61850 .

each configured to allow at least one of a plurality of DER

controllers to communicate with the central controller, and

wherein the method comprises transmitting a set of coordi

nated commands to the DER controller and the plurality of
DER controllers effective to operate registered DERs of the
power distribution system .
12. The method of claim 8 wherein the central controller
is configured to update a power system model in response
receiving the registration request.
13. The method of claim 8 wherein the registration data
14. The method of claim 8 wherein the input defining
power distribution characteristics is transmitted by the cen
tral controller.
15. A distributed energy resource (DER) interface con
troller comprising:
a DER controller interface configured to communicate
with a DER controller of a DER using a DER controller
native format,
an external device interface configured to communicate
with the central controller using one of a plurality of
communication protocols , each of the plurality of com
munication protocols being different than the DER
contains a serial number.

controller native format,

a registration circuitry coupled to the DER controller
interface and external device interface , and configured
to receive DER registration data from the DER con
troller by way of the DER controller interface and

transmit a registration request and the DER registration
data to the central controller by way of the external
device interface , and
a mapping circuitry ;
wherein transmitting the registration request is effective to
cause the central controller is to update the DER

registry in response receiving the registration request,

and

wherein the mapping circuitry is configured to receive
input defining power distribution system characteristics
from the central controller in response to the central
controller updating the DER registry.
16. The DER interface controller of claim 15 wherein
transmitting a de - registration request from the DER inter
face controller to the central controller is effective to remove
the DER from the DER registry.
17. The DER interface controller of claim 15 wherein the

DER controller native format includes an industrial com
munication protocol and the plurality of communication

protocols includes communication protocols defined by IEC
61850 .

18. The DER interface controller of claim 15 comprising
a plurality of DER interface controllers each configured to
allow at least one of a plurality of DER controllers to
communicate with the central controller, wherein the central
controller is configured to transmit a set of coordinated
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commands to the DER controller and the plurality of DER
controllers effective to operate registered DERs of the power
distribution system.
19. The DER interface controller of claim 15 wherein the
central controller is configured to update a power system
model in response receiving the registration request.
20. The DER interface controller of claim 15 wherein the
registration data contains a serial number.

